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Promotional outﬁts (also
called uncataloged sets)
were the trains that Lionel
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and Company, J. C. Penney,
Montgomery Ward, Spiegel,
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As a point of reference, Lionel issued more promotional outﬁts (700+) from
1960 - 1969 than cataloged outﬁts (450+) during the entire postwar period (1945 - 1969).
That is why it took 848 pages to summarize all this information.
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The Anatomy of a Factory Order
The original Factory Order for promotional train outfit no. 19212 from 1963. It is annotated to describe the level of information the Factory
Orders provide. This authoritative information - never before published or available to general readers - is the basis of this volume.

Lionel’s
internal outfit
number. This is most
often the same as the
customer number and
appears on the outfit
box.
If the outfit
is for a specific
customer their name
most often appears
here. For no. 19212, the
customer is Western
Auto.
The
“Operations” section
lists the tasks to
complete the Factory
Order. In this case,
only one operation
“Assemble & Pack” is
required.
The “Outfit
Contents” section
lists all the items
that come with
the outfit. Suffixes
indicate everything
from variations to
packaging.
This Factory
Order instructs
the Outfit Packing
Department to mark

A full
description
of the outfit is
provided.

The original
date of the Factory
Order

The date issued
was revised (“REV”) on
8-29-63.

Lionel’s
department number
for this Factory Order.
Department 57 is
the Outfit Packing
Department.
The quantity
of no. 19212s to be
manufactured (3,156).
The date the
outfits are required.
2,000 outfits are to be
delivered on 6/24/63
and the balance on
8/26/63.
The type of
packing is “Display”
box. Note that Lionel’s
“#1” is a display
box with Kraft (Tan)
corrugated separators
with units loose.
When the
order is completed,
the Outfit Packing
Department is to
deliver the outfits
to Department 76
(Finished Goods).
This column
shows
h
which
hi h

This is the FIRST and ONLY
L collector’s guide to use authentic
Lionel promotional outﬁt Factory Orders.
These documents list EVERYTHING included in a train outﬁt.
These long-lost documents were buried away in the Lionel archives
for more than 40 years. The author purchased these documents
and used these to write this book. They are the authoritative word
straight from Lionel!
lists all the
Boxes & Packing for
outfit no. 19212.

p
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The History of Lionel’s Promotional and Special Outfits
By Roger Carp
I. Mysteries and Clues
The more involved with Lionel electric trains collectors
become, the more questions that arise in their minds. The number
of their queries is all but endless: When did Lionel ﬁrst issue this
steam locomotive? Which passenger cars went into that outﬁt?
Why didn’t Lionel catalog that boxcar for more than two years?
What kind of stamping was used on this caboose? Where did
Lionel obtain the load for that ﬂatcar? And on and on.
But beyond this enormous list of speciﬁc when’s and what’s,
two overarching questions emerge. The ﬁrst of these relates to how
many of certain trains, outﬁts, and accessories Lionel produced.
The search for the paperwork that might contain that information
((“production
production ﬁgures
ﬁgures”)) has lasted for decades, with only occasiona
occasional
The
Th
rrs

juvenile phonographs, it included those items in its promotional
oﬀerings.
(The documents that form the basis of this volume oﬀer
evidence that Lionel did create promotionals using road racing sets,
and HO scale trains. However, unless noted otherwise, when the
terms “promotionals” and “specials” are used in this introduction,
they refer strictly to Standard, Super O, O, and O27 gauge toy
trains.)
The questions asked by Lionel enthusiasts about promotional
outﬁts have increased over the time. Unfortunately for them, about
all that they have been able to do in their search for answers is keep
chasing after train outﬁts that they can somehow verify have not
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remain shrouded in mystery. In fact, collectors can’t even agree on
what to call them. Some refer to these outﬁts as “uncataloged” or
“noncataloged” because these items were not shown in a Lionel
catalog. However, to be fair, they may have appeared in a catalog
put out by a wholesale or retail ﬁrm or been advertised in some
manner by Lionel.
Dave McEntarfer, who has studied these outﬁts in depth
and written about them in the fourth volume of Greenberg’s
Guide to Lionel Trains, 1901-1942 (published in 1995), chides his
fellow enthusiasts by reminding them that Lionel never used the
word “uncataloged.” He prefers the terms “promotional outﬁts”
and “specials,” mainly because Lionel used them in the prewar
documents he consulted. (The records from the 1960s that form
the basis of this volume support the use of the terms “non-catalog,”
“promotional,” “promotional outﬁt,” and “special”; nowhere in these
documents is an outﬁt described as “uncataloged.”) According to
McEntarfer, outﬁt boxes might be stamped or carry a label in the
1930s with the word “SPECIAL.” Or they might display a number
with the preﬁx “PO,” which he believes stood for “Promotional
Outﬁt.”
Regardless of the terminology that collectors employ, they
admit to being exasperated because complete information about
what Lionel oﬀered beyond its catalogs and when these mysterious
outﬁts were made available has eluded them. Some researchers
may have even wondered whether, after Lionel expanded its line
in the 1960s with such items as slot-car raceways, science kits, and
14

Lionel’s founder, Joshua Lionel Cowen
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DETERMINING OUTFIT CONDITION
An outfit is the appropriate combination of an outfit box, items, item boxes, instruction sheets, packed envelopes, peripherals and inserts.
The gray, green, yellow and orange shaded outfit components are required to achieve a complete outfit in the desired condition.

Brand new, square with all flaps
present and never opened or
opened only once or twice, flaps
Brand new with
stiff to open, perforation (Orange
square edges, bold
Perforated) present and unpunched. and sharp printing.
No creases. Color appears as if it just If a folded sheet, has
came out of master shipping carton, never been opened.
bright, no fading or darkening.
No marks, creases,
No box rubs, tears, holes, dents or
folds or tears.
punctures. No marks, price tags, or
writing. No water damage. All liners,
inserts, and outer sleeve included.

Envelope sealed,
never opened.
Condition of
envelope mirrors
instruction
sheets. Contents
all present and
mirror condition
of items.

Same as C10 but may have affixed
Pricing and grading
aretheprovided
for complete
price tag indicating
“original
price” of the box’s contents.
outﬁts AND INDIVIDUAL outﬁt boxes.

There is a large market for empty boxes and
now
May have
Like New –
Same as C9, except
been opened
Same as C9 except show
signs can
Complete,
no rust,
you
see
if
you
have
a
rare
and
valuable
box!
shows some
sign of
but resealed.
of opening. Small box rub,
no missing original Same as C9, except flaps show signs
handling, i.e. if folded, Envelope same
of opening but still stiff. One small
but no, tears, holes, dents or
parts. May show
can tell item has been as instruction
mark. Inserts required.
punctures. One small mark or effects of being on
opened. Corners
sheet. Contents
writing.
display and/or age.
sharp and square.
all present same
May have been run.
as items.

All of this information is provided in a
comprehensive table using TCA grading standards.

C7

Same as C8 with nice color
but not as crisp as C8 due to
minimal fading. Small box
rub and minimal dents, but
no holes, tears or punctures.
Minimal marks. No water
damage.

C6

Cardboard is slightly rounded
at one corner, not completely
square. One small crease
possible. All flaps there, but
are beginning to get floppy
(not stiff ). Color shows signs of
minimal fading or darkening.
Minimal box rubs, dents, tears
or punctures, but no holes.
Minimal marks. No water
damage.

44

Excellent – Minor
scratches and paint
nicks, no rust, no
missing original
parts. No distortion
of component
parts.

Same as C8 with nice color, but not
May have small crease
Could be
as crisp as C8 due to minimal fading.
or fold. One corner
opened, but all
Small box rub and minimal dents,
may not be perfectly contents present.
but no holes, tears or punctures.
square. Printing may Condition same
Minimal marks. No water damage.
have some slight
as instruction
Inserts or liners optional. Perforation
fading.
sheet and items.
shows wear but not split.

Very Good – Minor
scratches and paint
nicks, minor spots
of surface rust,
free of dents. May
have minor parts
replaced.

Cardboard is slightly rounded at one
corner, not completely square. One
small crease possible. All flaps there, Shows signs of wear
Has been
but are beginning to get floppy
and use. Corner(s)
opened. Major
(not stiff ). May be reinforced with
slightly off square,
contents present.
tape. Color shows signs of minimal minor folds, or dog
Condition same
fading or darkening. Minimal box
ears, present. May
as instruction
rubs, dents, but no punctures, holes
have some small
sheet and items.
or tears. Minimal marks. No water pencil marks present.
damage. Perforation beginning to
separate. No inserts or liners.
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Use “Outfit Box” condition ratings.

Same as C10 but
individual pages may
have been opened.
Original paper folds
are crisp with no signs
of damage.

PACKED
ENVELOPE

Compare to other ratings that best represent the peripheral.

Factory New
- Brand new,
all original and
Same as C10 but may have
unused. May have
affixed price tag indicating evidence of factory
the “original price” of the box’s
rubs and the
contents.
slightest evidence
of handling. May
have been test run
at factory.

INSTRUCTION
SHEETS

Use “Outfit Box” condition ratings.

C8

Brand new square with no
creases on sides. All flaps
present and opened only a few
times, still stiff to open. Color
Mint – Brand new,
appears as if it just came out of
all original, unused
master shipping carton, bright,
and unblemished.
no fading or darkening. No
box rubs, tears, holes, dents
or punctures. No marks or
writing. No water damage.

ITEM BOXES

Compare to other ratings that best represent the peripheral.

C9

ITEMS *

RSC INSERTS
MINOR
PERIPHERALS
DISPLAY
INSERTS
MAJOR
PERIPHERALS

GRADING SCALE
C10

OUTFIT BOX

Item Numbering and Suffixes
descriptions. It also contains ﬁnished good part numbers, except
lly, there
diiﬀerent
t others

As an added bonus, since the
authentic documents used to
write this book came straight
from the Lionel archives, they
also reveal new information
(suﬃxes, variations and
previously unknown items)
about 100s of postwar engines,
rolling stock and peripherals,
making this collector’s guide a
must for ANY Lionel enthusiast.

n and
nce
tts were
seldom
as well
e used
es
iinternal
hensive
h
surpass
ssts only
service
Factory
F
nt Parts
n
aand aid
l outﬁts

Component Parts Index
Component Parts Indexes are paired with blueprints to provide
the complete list of parts and subassemblies used to manufacture a
complete item or ﬁnished good. They also provide a master index
of each fully assembled item’s individual blueprints.

The Component Parts Index for the no. 6414-1 Automobile
Loading Car Complete lists all the suffixes for every part and
subassembly required for manufacturing this item.

The ways that Lionel used suﬃxes to identify fully assembled
individual items (deﬁned as “ﬁnished goods”) continues to puzzle
toy train collectors. They know that Lionel used suﬃxes on ﬁnished
goods to distinguish diﬀerences in colors, road names, decoration,
trucks and couplers, loads, wheel conﬁgurations and traction aids.
Suﬃxes also speciﬁed the inclusion or exclusion of items in a box
or an altogether diﬀerent item.
Questions remain, though, concerning how Lionel assigned
suﬃxes and what individual suﬃxes meant. Deciphering the
meaning of various suﬃxes will answer many questions and uncover
information related to items included in this volume.
What might be called the “suﬃx challenge” exists because no
comprehensive external Lionel document has surfaced to explain
how suﬃxes were used and what they meant. By far the best source
of suﬃxes known so far is the Lionel Service Manual.
l It provides
detailed component and subcomponent part suﬃx information and
50

The Production Control File for the no. 6414-1 Automobile
Loading Car Complete provides complete instructions on how
to manufacture a 6414, including all parts and subassemblies. It
also provides a history of the suffixes that were used and their
replacements.
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OUTFIT PERIPHERALS - PAPER INCLUDED IN OUTFITS BY YEAR
1960

1961

This section provides an overview of instruction sheets and other paper items included with most outfits.
Individual rolling stock, motive power and accessory instruction sheets (not shown) would also come
separate in the outfit if the item were unboxed.

From 1960 through 1963, Lionel included an
accessory catalog with each outfit. These catalogs
also included a list of service stations and warranty
and repair information.

A comprehensive outﬁt paper
and peripheral reference is
included.
This ensures that each outﬁt
has the correct paper and
peripherals for the correct year
of production.

In 1960, high-end O27 and all Super O
outfits included a 62-page no. 926-60 How
To Operate Lionel Trains and Accessories
instruction book.

From 1961 through 1969, all outfits included a Lionel
Train Outfit instruction sheet. From 1961 through 1966
Super O instruction sheet no. 39-7 was included as part
of no. 39-25 or 39-35 envelopes.

In 1960, low-end O27 outfits included a
Lionel Train Outfit instruction sheet. Super O
instruction sheet no. 39-7 was included as part
of no. 39-25 or 39-35 envelopes.
In 1960, this strip of five no. 310-2
billboards was included in most outfits.

From 1961 through 1966, this strip
of five no. 310-2 billboards was
included with most outfits.

In 1961, a no. 1123-20 instruction sheet was
included in many outfits.

From 1960 through 1969, additional paperwork was included as needed. Examples
include Special Track Layout Instructions, advertisements, supplemental transformer,
controller and uncoupler instruction sheets and special notes, notices or flyers.

66
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OUTFIT BOX PRINTING, GRAPHICS AND LABELS
DATING O27 REGULAR SLOTTED CARTON (RSC) OUTFIT BOXES
1963

•
•

1964

1965

•

ng

1966

•

•
g p
Both five-digit outfit numbering and
Sears four-digit numbering

•
•

•
•

Five-digit outfit numbering
The Lionel Corporation

-

1969

y

through 1963
The Lionel Corporation

•

•
•

1967

L
promotional outfits beginning
in 1966
Both Lionel and Sears four-digit
numbering

of
mailer but was not used as mailer
The Lionel Toy Corporation on one side
only and blank top
Most likely 1965 or 1966 only

•
•
•
•

•

Lionel five digit
numbering

Graphics one side and blank top
Generic box with rubber-stamped numbers
Five-digit outfit numbering (also seven-digit Ward number)
The Lionel Toy Corporation

Every outﬁt box variation is categorized by
year, making this one of the most complete
outﬁt box references ever produced.

•
•
•
•

top
Generic boxes with rubberstamped numbers
Five-digit outfit numbering
The Lionel Corporation

•

White RSC with Light Blue Steamer and Red and Light Blue Graphics
(Catalog Outfits)
In 1969, Lionel used white corrugated cardboard boxes. Light blue and red graphics
were printed on all four sides, but not the top. A label with a photograph of the outfit,
its contents and the five-digit outfit number was attached to the box. The Lionel Toy
Corporation appeared as the manufacturer.

•

•

•

•
•

White Allstate By Lionel With
0-4-0 Blue Steamer (No Smoke)
and Orange and Blue Graphics
Sears four-digit or Sears and
Lionel five-digit numbering
Manufactured exclusively
for Allstate by the Lionel Toy
Corporation

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

White Penney Design with Blue
Engine and Orange and Blue
Graphics
Lionel five-digit outfit numbering
Layout diagram on box
The Lionel Toy Corporation

Blue Steamer (With Smoke
and Trees) and Orange and
Blue Graphics
Sears four-digit numbering
Manufactured exclusively
for Sears by the Lionel Toy
Corporation

p
contents and number
attached
The Lionel Toy Corporation

White Allstate By Lionel With Blue Steamer
(With Smoke and Trees) and Orange and
Blue Gift of Lifetime Graphics
Label added
Sears four-digit or Sears and Lionel fivedigit numbering
Built by the Lionel Toy Corporation

White Montgomery Ward Design with Black and
Orange Graphics
Ward seven-digit and Lionel five-digit numbering
Lionel Toy Corporation

•
•
•

White Montgomery Ward Design with Black Graphics
Ward seven-digit and Lionel five-digit numbering
The Lionel Toy Corporation
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DATING POSTWAR INDIVIDUAL ITEM BOXES
1959
1960
ORANGE PERFORATED

1961
ORANGE PICTURE

1959 - 1960

1961 - 1965

From 1959 through 1960, Lionel used an Orange
Perforated style box. This new design coincided
with the introduction of individually boxed
display pack outfits. The perforated top allowed
dealers to punch out the top perforated panel
and display items individually or within a display
packed outfit. The graphics were printed on
glossy coated stock. The company was listed as
The Lionel Corporation in New York and Chicago
on the box top and sides. The bottom included a
Lionel Lion graphic.

1962

From 1961 through 1965, Lionel used an Orange Picture style box. This
box was the same as Orange Perforated, but it eliminated the punched-out
section, replacing it with new top panel graphics. It was also a lighter shade
of orange. The graphics were of a 4-6-4 steamer and F3 diesel and were also
used for a new version of hinged display pack outfits. The company was
listed as The Lionel Corporation in New York and Chicago on the top and
sides. The bottom included a Lionel Lion graphic.

Solid top (no perforations).
4-6-4 steamer and F3 diesel graphic.
The Lionel Corporation New York and Chicago.

Perforated top.
The Lionel Corporation New York and Chicago.

1963

Lion graphic on bottom.

ORANGE PERFORATED PICTURE

ORANGE NON PERFORATED

VARIATION OF ORANGE PICTURE

VARIATION OF ORANGE PERFORATED
1963

1961 - 1962
From 1961 through 1962, Lionel used an Orange
Perforated Picture style box for some items. It
used the same graphics as the Orange Picture,
except it was printed on leftover Orange Perforated
cardboard. It has been observed on some rolling
stock items, but most often can be found with
2500-series Presidential passenger cars.

In 1963, Lionel used an Orange Non Perforated
style box. It was the same as the Orange
Perforated, except without the perforations.
It has been observed on only the no. 6827
Harnischfeger Power Shovel Car.

An individual box summary helps ensure that
item boxes are correct for each outﬁt.
Orange Perforated graphics but no perforations.
The Lionel Corporation New York and Chicago.
Lion graphic on bottom.
Perforated top.
Same graphics as Orange Picture.
The Lionel Corporation New York and Chicago.

HILLSIDE ORANGE PICTURE

The Lionel Corporation New York and Chicago on sides.
Made in USA on one side.

VARIATION OF ORANGE PICTURE
1963 - 1965

Lion graphic on bottom.

The Lionel Corporation New York and Chicago on sides.
Made in USA on one side.

110

From 1963 through 1965, Lionel used a Hillside
Orange Picture style box. This box was the same
as the Orange Picture, except the company was
now listed as The Lionel Toy Corporation on
the top and sides. This reflected the change in
corporate structure that took place in 1963. New
York and Chicago were replaced with the location
of the factory, Hillside, New Jersey, on the top of
the box only, not the sides. Only one 1963 item,
the no. 6429 Work Caboose, used this new box.
Over time, as old boxes were depleted, new boxes
were printed with this new artwork.
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How to Use The Listings In Part III
Part III of this volume contains detailed outfit listings for each promotional outfit from 1960 through 1969. The outfit information came
from Lionel Factory Orders and other sources as explained in the Sources of Authoritative Information section of this volume. Below is a
summary of a listing for outfit no. X-646 from 1961.
Photograph and Other Artwork: A photograph
and/or other artwork is supplied for many outfits in this
volume. This helps identify the specific variations of the outfit
box, items and peripherals included in an outfit.

Header Tab: The header tab provides
the Lionel outfit number and customer number (if
that was the only number that appeared on the box)
and year of the Factory Order.

Side
Tab: Part III
of this volume is
sorted by Lionel’s
outfit number
and grouped into
sections. Each
page includes a
side tab for easy
reference.

X-646
1961

Outfit Header
Section: Each outfit listing
includes a header section
with summary information
from the Factory Order and
other sources.

X-600 Series

Customer
Number on Box (not
shown): This field provides
the customer number that
was included on the outfit
box along with the Lionel
number.
Oklahoma Tire & Supply Company was a good customer of Lionel, especially in 1961 when it purchased $79,000 of trains. Its highend space and military diesel purchase was outfit no. X-646.

Factory Order
Date, Date Issued, Date
Req’d (not shown): These
three dates summarize
when the Factory Order
was created, when the
final changes were issued
and when the outfits were
required from the Outfit
Packing Department.

prov
v
type

the

152

Alternate For Outﬁt Contents:
Customer Stock No. 70 - 761-5 to appear on outﬁt boxes &
shippers.

Alternate For Outfit Contents
Section: This is the summary of
substitutions for the outfit. Lionel also
used this section to record customer outfit
numbers and special requests.

C8
1,400
450

Rarityy
R9
R9

}

Pricing
Table: This
table features
the U.S. dollar
value and rarity
of the complete
outfit, outfit with
substitutions and
outfit box alone.
See the section on
Pricing, Condition,
Rarity and
Demand for more
information.

CONVENTIONAL PACK

61-250 BOX
BOTTOM LAYER

1 40-11

224P-25

6017-210

1018-30
224C-25

1025-25
1013-70

Boxes & Packing: 61-250 Corr. Outﬁt Box; 61-186 Corr. Insert
(2); 61-191 Corr. Insert (2); 61-193 Corr. Insert; 61-251 Corr.
Shipper for (4) (1-4)

C7
1,000
350

TOP LAYER

3410-25

Contents: 224P-25 Alco Diesel Power Car - “U.S. Navy”; 224C25 “B” Unit - “U.S. Navy”; 6062-25 Gondola Car - Black (Less
Cable Reels); 40-11 Cable Reels (3); 3665-25 Minuteman Missile
Launching Car; 3410-25 Oper. Helicopter Launching Car
(Manually); 6017-210 Caboose - “U.S. Navy”; 1013-70 Curved
Track (Bundle of 12 - 1013); 1018-30 Straight Track (Bundle of
3 - 1018); 1008-50 Uncoupling Track Section; 1025-25 45-Watt
Transformer; 1020-25 90° Crossing; 1103-12 Envelope Packed;
1802B Layout Instruction Sheet; IS Instruction Sheet; 310-2 Set
of (5) Billboards; D61-50 Accessory Catalog

INSERT

{

Description: “O27” Promotional Outﬁt
Speciﬁcation: “O27” Diesel Freight Outﬁt
Cust./No./Price: Oklahoma Tire & Supply Co.; 70-761-5; $23.95
Original Amount: 540
Factory Order Date: 4/11/1961
Date Issued: Rev. #1 8/10-61
Packaging: R.S.C. Outﬁt Packing (Units not Boxed)

C6
575
200

Comments: In 1961, Oklahoma Tire & Supply Company
(OTASCO) purchased four (nos. X-644 through X-647) Retailer
Promotional outﬁts. The third was this Type Ia high-end diesel
oﬀering. The other outﬁts included two entry-level (one steam and
one diesel) as well as a high-end steam oﬀering.
This space and military outﬁt was headed by a no. 224P-25 U.S.
Navy Alco Diesel Power Car with Magne-Traction and a threeposition reversing unit. It was paired with a no. 224C-25 “B” Unit.
When included in promotional outﬁts, these items most often came
boxed. The X-646 was one of four exceptions to this rule.
The nos. 3665-25 Minuteman Missile Launching car and
3410-25 Oper. Helicopter Launching Car (Manually) were both
new for 1961. Their space and military features made them an
appropriate pairing for this outﬁt. The no. 6062-25 Gondola Car
does not appear to ﬁt with this outﬁt, and a more appropriate car
would have been a no. 6470-25 Exploding Target Car.
The no. 6017-210 U.S. Navy Caboose provided a nice ﬁnish

3665-25

Original Amount:
This is the quantity of this
outfit that Lionel ordered
from its factory to be
manufactured.

{

X-646 (1961)
Complete Outfit
Outfit Box no. 61-250

6062-25

Customer
Name, Number and Price:
These three fields list the
customer who purchased
the outfit from Lionel or the
dealer/retailer who sold the
outfit, the customer number
assigned to the outfit and
the selling price.

The price tag attached to Lionel
outfit no. X-646 shows its customer
OTASCO, the outfit no. 70-761-5 and
its discounted price. Discounting of
trains was commonplace during the
1960s.

INSERT

Description
and Specification: These
two fields provide Lionel’s
classification for this outfit.

Photograph
and Other
Artwork Caption:
The caption
provides insight
about the outfit or
artwork.

2 40-11

1020-25 TOP OF BOTTOM LAYER
1008-50 TOP OF 6062-25

Outfit Packing
Diagram: This diagram
shows how to pack the trains
using the boxes and inserts
listed in the Boxes & Packing
section.

Comments
Section: This
section provides
details about
the outfit,
Lionel customer,
individual items
and their boxes,
outfit boxes,
variations and
other interesting
outfit features.

Boxes & Packing Section: These

A sample listing shows the level of detail in this book.
Thanks to the authoritative documents straight from Lionel, as
well as 1000s of other documents and catalogs, new levels of detail
locked away for over 40 years is now available to EVERYONE!
Y
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X-500 Series

1960

cont.

X-507NA

The Factory Orders identify the outfit known as the “Halloween General” as the no. X-507NA. This celebrated Retailer Promotional
Type Ic came in a Type E Red Corrugated Tray with a speckled die-cut platform. It was the last of four outfits that were sold to
Druggists’ Service Council and advertised in that firm’s Gifts Galore catalog.

Alternate For Outﬁt Contents:
Note: Use 1015-60 if 1015-25 not available.

tray with a die-cut platform in which the trains were held. Then a
sleeve was slid over the entire box.
For the X-507NA, the no. 60-415 Type E display box, which
X-507NA (1960)
C6
C7
C8
Rarity
measured 26 x 24½ x 3¼ inches, was classiﬁed as a Red Corrugated
Complete Outfit
3,000 5,000 7,100
R7
Tray. The no. 60-421 Sleeve Top with Black Graphics measured
Outfit Tray no. 60-415 And
26½ x 24 x 3⅝ inches. Neither of these items included any
2,000 3,600 5,000
R7
Platform no. 60-416
manufacturer markings.
Based on the listing of a no. 60-422 Shipper for four outﬁts,
Comments: One of the many mysteries solved by the authoritative it seems likely the outﬁts were shipped to D. S. C., which then
information used in compiling this volume is the true identity of shipped them to the end customer drug stores. One outﬁt was
this outﬁt. To date, it has been known only as the “Halloween observed in a no. 58-208 Shipper that might have been used for
General” (because of its orange and black color scheme) from Gifts individual shipping of the outﬁt.
This Retailer Promotional Type Ic was made up of mostly
Galore, but its true identity is actually outﬁt no. X-507NA from
D. S. C. (Druggists’ Service Council, Inc.). It took years to uncover promotional-only items. Only the no. 1866-25 Mail & Baggage
the meaning of D. S. C. and its tie-in with Gifts Galore. (See Car appeared in catalog outﬁts. The no. 1882-25 Locomotive was
D. S. C. Promotional in the section on Lionel’s Distribution and the same as a no. 1862-25 Locomotive, but featured an orange and
black color scheme. It included a two-position reversing unit and
Customers.)
The X-507NA was the fourth and last of the D. S. C. outﬁts a headlight.
The 1866-25 and no. 1885-25 Passenger Car were equipped
(no. 149 from 1956, no. X-617 from 1958 and no. X-834 from
1959). Each of these outﬁts was oﬀered free as part of a pharmacy with Archbar trucks with separate non-operating and nonin-store drawing. Marketing and advertising support (banners, centering couplers. The no. 1882T-25 Tender was equipped with
signs and entry forms) was also created for each of these outﬁts. non-operating Archbar trucks and couplers.
The no. 1887-25 Flat Car - with (6) Horses was similar to the
The advertising material used for the X-507NA is shown in the
no. 1877-25 Flat Car - with (6) Horses, except that the numbers
accompanying pictures.
Except for the 149, all of these outﬁts came in “Special Display on the cars are diﬀerent. The 1887-25 included non-operating
Packing - per D. S. C. Speciﬁcations”. To be precise, they used a couplers and came with yellow fence rails.
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This is the ﬁrst book to reveal Lionel’s outﬁt
number and customer for the Halloween
General outﬁt.

X-600
1961

X-600 Series

Quaker Oats Manufacturer
Promotional outfit no. X-600
is shown with an original
1961 Quaker Oats container
with the offer printed on
the cover as well as the
mail coupon. The outfit is
shown without any of the
substitutions.

Contents: 246-25 Steam Type Locomotive; 1060T-25 Tender;
6406-25 Single Automobile Car (Less Auto); 6406-30 Automobile;
6042-25 Gondola Car (Less 2 Canisters); 6112-5 Canister - Red
(2); 6076-75 Hopper Car - Black; 6067-25 Caboose; 1013-8
Curved Track (8 per bundle); 1018-10 Straight Track (Loose)
(2); 1016-60 35-Watt Transformer; 1103-12 Envelope Packed;
1123-10 Instruction Sheet; 310-2 Set of (5) Billboards; D61-50
Accessory Catalog

Seldom seen promotional
items such as these
Quaker and Mother’s Oats
Boxes & Packing: 61-399 Corr. Outﬁt Box; 61-171 Corr. Insert;
61-172containers
Corr. Insert; 61-173 are
Corr. Insert;
61-174 Corr. Shipper for
shown.
(6) (1-6); 61-440 Insert (Added insert, to be used in production
Also
shown is a complete
starting
10/26/61)
X-600
withContents:
pricing for the
Alternate
For Outﬁt
Note: When stock of 6076-75 is depleted, use 6076-25; Note:
outﬁt
empty
alone.
When
stockand
of 1016-60
(Amountbox
- 36,015)
is depleted - Sub.
1010-25; Note: When stock of 1060T-25 is depleted, use 1130T25; Note: When stock of 6067-25 is depleted, use 6017-25.
X-600 (1961)
Complete Outfit
Outfit Box no. 61-399

C6
135
20

C7
260
40

C8
410
70

Rarity
R1
R1

Comments: One of Lionel’s most successful promotional outﬁts,
Quaker Oats Manufacturer Promotional Type IIIb no. X-600
sold at least 70,508 units per a fulﬁllment report dated 10/4/63.
For only $11.95 and two box tops from either Quaker Oats or
Mother’s Oats, you would receive this outﬁt.
Description: “O27” Promotional Outﬁt
The outﬁt was a true bargain because the stated list price
Speciﬁcation: “O27” Steam Type Freight Outﬁt
of the trains in this promotion was $25.00. In reality, the list
Customer/Price: Quaker Oats; $11.95 + 2 Box Tops
price was $35.40, as determined by memos between Lionel and
Original Amount: 75,000
the Federal Trade Commission, which investigated Lionel and
Factory Order Date: 11/9/1961
Quaker’s statement of claims about this outﬁt (see the section on
Date Issued: Rev. #2 12-4-61
Lionel’s Distribution and Customers). Of note, Lionel’s internal
Packaging: R.S.C Outﬁt Packing (Individual Mailer), (Units not cost for this outﬁt was $10.52 (before shipping and insurance) and
Boxed)
it received only $11.95.
Lionel expected this heavily advertised outﬁt to be a big hit. It
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The Quaker “Lionel Electric Train Set” promotion was also
available to Mother’s Oats customers in 1961. Two versions of
the offer coupon (front and back side) are shown.

1963

cont.

11415

Outfit no. 11415 was Lionel’s sole new advance catalog outfit for 1963. It was as low end as Lionel could make an outfit. The no. 310-62
Set of (3) Billboards and Form 2869 advertising the no. 2001 Track Make-Up Kit are the two most difficult items to obtain.
Two variations exist
of the no. 63-320
Tan RSC with Black
Graphics outfit box,
one with “Lionel
Trains” (left) and
one without “Lionel
Trains” (right).

This version of outfit no. 11415 mounted on a display board
belonged to former Lionel salesman Ken Negri, and he might
have used it to help sell the 11415. Note that the “1061” on
the locomotive was a decal, a no. 1050T-style tender was used
(“Lionel Lines” was blackened out) and the caboose was painted.

Many outﬁt listings show
more than just the outﬁt. For
example the blister display and
salesman display for the 11415
are also shown.

The two items that are most diﬃcult to ﬁnd in completing
this outﬁt are the no. 310-62 Set of (3) Billboards and Form 2869
advertising the no. 2001 Track Make-Up Kit. Both are worth
more than the other items in this outﬁt.
The no. 63-320 Tan RSC with Black Graphics outﬁt box
was manufactured by St. Joe Kraft, St. Joe Paper Co. Container
Division and measured 11 x 7⅞ x 5½ inches. It included four lines
of data as part of the box manufacturer’s certiﬁcate.
With 85,000 units made, the 11415 ranks ﬁrst among all
outﬁts from the 1960s, catalog or promotional, in terms of the
quantity produced. The 11415 was sold to numerous retailers, a
few of which have been identiﬁed by price tags or catalog listings.
This outﬁt is easily obtained, but its paperwork and billboards are
frequently absent.

Most outﬁts include a
diagram of how to pack the
trains in the box.

CONVENTIONAL PACK

63-320 BOX
3-23-63

TOP LAYER

62-251

BOTTOM LAYER

63-322

and dark blue plastic versions have been observed. Some outﬁts
1061T-25
included the 6502-25 as a substitution, but this does not aﬀect the
1061-25
outﬁt price. The no. 6502-3 Girder Bridge was orange.
1013-8
The two pieces of rolling stock were made out of unpainted
plastic with no stamped decoration. The lack of features and
10266167-25
6502-50
25
markings epitomized the ways that Lionel was cheapening its
product line in 1963.
63-323 BETWEEN LAYERS
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10000 Series

Blister Display no. D463 was created to help sell outfit no. 11415.
It was designed to be hung on the wall of a store.

19328

19300 Series

1964

The no. 19328 was a repeat of Richie Premium’s no. 19216 from 1963. It was updated to include currently available items. Richie
Premium outfits always came with rare and collectible paper items, such as the nos. X625-20 Cardboard Scenic Set and 903 Set of (2)
Sheets Trading Cards. But what makes the 19328 fascinating was the inclusion of both a steam and a diesel locomotive. The outfit is
shown with only two of the three cable reels listed on the Factory Order.

Description: “O27” Special Train Set
Speciﬁcation: 7 Unit “O27” Special Train Set.
Customer: Richie Premium
Original Amount: 7,300
Factory Order Date: 4/24/1964
Date Issued: 5/13/64
Packaging: RSC Pack (Units Loose)

19328 (1964)
Complete Outfit With
no. 1060T-25
Complete Outfit With
no. 1060T-50 Substitution
Outfit Box no. 64-164

C6

C7

C8

Rarity

1,000

2,625

4,500

R9

1,035

2,665

4,545

R9

75

100

125

R3

Comments: This Retailer Promotional Type Ib outﬁt was the

Some outﬁts included
engines,
such asRichie
thePremium
only outﬁttwo
purchased
by incentive merchandiser
1964. Although its Factory Order stated that it was the “same as
19328. Also shownin#19216
are
the the
seldom
seenbased
and
rare
(1963)”,
items were updated
on 1964
availability.
(See the entry for no. 19216 from 1963.)
nos. X625-20 Cardboard
Scenic Set and 903-1 Set of
Richie Premium outﬁts are highly collectible because all of
them included
rare paperIS
items.
In fact Richie’s
nos. 19142-502,
(2) Sheets Trading Cards.
Pricing
included
even
for
19216 and 19328 represented the only three instances of Lionel
pairing the nos.
903these.
Set of (2) Sheets Trading Cards and X625-20
rare items
like

Contents: 1061-25 Steam Type Locomotive; 1060T-25 Tender;
6465-150 Tank Car; 6014-325 Frisco Box Car; 6142-125 Gondola
Car; 40-11 Cable Reels (3); 6167-100 Caboose; 1013-70 Curved
Track (Bundle of 12 - 1013); 1018-40 Straight Track (Bundle of
4 - 1018); 1020-25 90° Crossing; 1026-25 25-Watt Transformer;
1103-20 Envelope Packed; 1066-25 Alco Diesel; X625-20
Cardboard Scenic Set; 903-25 Set of (2) Sheets Trading Cards;
310-2 Set (5) Billboards; 11311-20 Instruction Sheet; 1066-10
Instruction Sheet; 1802-10 Instruction Sheet; D64-50 Accessory
Catalog; 927-64 Service Station List; 1-62 Parts Order Form; 165 Warranty Card

Cardboard Scenic Set. (See the entry for 19142-502 from 1963
for a discussion of these highly collectible paper items.)
The 19328 was similar to the 19216 in that it included both
a steam and a diesel locomotive! Many original owners of these
outﬁts still have complete outﬁts with both engines. But once an
Boxes & Packing: 64-164 Outﬁt Box; 62-246 Shipper/4 (1-4)
outﬁt leaves its original owner, one of the locomotives tends to
be separated. Stories abound of collectors who purchased outﬁts
Alternate For Outﬁt Contents:
intact and sold one engine. If it weren’t for the Factory Orders,
Use no. 1060T-50 and 6167-125 as needed.
the fact that these outﬁts included two engines might never have
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APPENDIX A - OUTFITS ORGANIZED BY MOTIVE POWER
Appendix A lists the motive power featured in a promotional outfit. The list is sorted by motive power part number and includes the outfit
number and year. Also included are diesel locomotive “B” and “C” units and steam locomotive tenders.
Part No.

Outfit Number (Year)

44-50
45-1
45-25
45-50
50-1
52-1
54-1
55-1
58-1
59-1
65-1
68-1

X-500NA (60)
X-676 (61); X-714 (61)
X-663 (61)
X-515NA (60); X-520NA (60); X-535NA (60)
X-576 (60); X-577 (60); 13255 (64); 19312 (63)
X-572NA (60); X-576 (60); X-577 (60)
19435 (65)
X-537NA (60); X-573NA (60)
X-578NA (60)
19311 (63); 19312 (63); 19324 (63)
19408 (64)
X-572NA (60)
19115 (62); 19117 (62); 19133 (62); 19136 (62);
19141 (62); 19159 (62); 19181 (62); 19187 (62);
19219 (63); 19312 (63)
11361-500 (63); 11361X (63); 11560-500 (65);
11560X (66); 19219 (63); 19225 (63); 19232 (63);
19238 (63); 19238-502 (63); 19249 (63); 19310
(63); 19396 (64)
19206 (62); 19396 (64)
11361-500 (63); 19206 (62); 19310 (63); 19396
(64)
11361-500 (63); 11560-500 (65); 11560X (66);
19115 (62); 19117 (62); 19133 (62); 19136 (62);
19141 (62); 19159 (62); 19187 (62); 19219 (63);
19225 (63); 19232 (63); 19238 (63); 19238-502
(63); 19249 (63); 19310 (63); 19396 (64)
19410 (64)
11385-500 (64); 19347 (64)
19410 (64)
11385-500 (64); 19335 (64); 19335 (65); 19347
(64); 19355 (64); 19372-500 (64); 19396 (64);
19399 (64); 19444 (65); 19444 (66); 19444-502
(65); 19506 (66); 19507 (66); 19569 (66); 19706
(67)
19406 (64)
11482 (64); 19372 (64); 19392 (64); 19434 (65)
11482 (64); 19372 (64); 19392 (64); 19454-500
(65); 19571 (66)
19335 (64); 19335 (65); 19355 (64); 19372-500
(64); 19396 (64); 19399 (64); 19435 (65); 19444
(65); 19444 (66); 19444-502 (65); 19506 (66);
19507 (66); 19569 (66); 19706 (67)
19454-500 (65); 19571 (66)
9654 (60)
X-636 (61); X-636 (62); X-688 (61); 9656 (62);
9673 (61)
19271 (64)
X-522NA (60); X-603 (61); X-636 (61); X-636 (62);
X-643 (61); X-683 (61); X-802 (60); 9673 (61);
9693 (60); 19172 (62); 19231 (63); 19266 (63)
9730 (63); 11361-500 (63); 19231 (63); 19231500 (63); 19310 (63)
X-522NA (60); X-603 (61); 9693 (60); 19231 (63)
9730 (63); 11361-500 (63); 19231 (63); 19231500 (63); 19310 (63)
X-503NA (60); X-529NA (60); X-531NA (60);
X-534NA (60); X-552NA (60); X-556NA (60);
X-558NA (60); X-565NA (60); X-606 (61); X-688
(61); X-698 (61); X-801 (60)
X-568NA (60)
X-503NA (60); X-529NA (60); X-531NA (60); X534NA (60); X-552NA (60); X-565NA (60)
X-568NA (60)
19301 (63)
11341-500 (63); 19235 (63); 19237 (63); 19301
(63); 19314 (63); 19341 (64); 19370 (64); 19382
(64); 19433 (65); 19434 (65); 19512 (66); 19513
(66); 19553 (66)
19334 (64); 19334-500 (64); 19334-500 (65);
19434 (65)
19334 (64); 19343 (64); 19383 (64); 19434 (65)
11011 (62); 11015 (62); 11341-500 (63); 19109
(62); 19312 (63); 19314 (63); 19314-500 (63)
9656 (62); 19172 (62); 19317 (63); 19317A (63);
19322 (63)
19271 (64)

211P-25

211P-150
211PX-1
211T-1

211T-25

Part No.
224C-1
224C-25
224P-1
224P-25
225P-1
225P-25
226C-1
226P-1
227P-25
228P-1
228P-25
229C-1
229P-1
230P-1
230P-25
231P-1

Outfit Number (Year)
X-562NA (60); X-579NA (60); X-584NA (60); X628 (61); 19201 (1) (62)
X-646 (61); 9671 (61); 19145 (62); 19201 (2) (62)
X-527NA (60); X-540NA (60); X-562NA (60);
X-579NA (60); X-582 (60); X-584NA (60); X-628
(61); X-720 (61); 19201 (1) (62)
X-646 (61); 9671 (61); 19145 (62); 19201 (2) (62)
X-509NA (60); X-511NA (60); X-519NA (60); X556NA (60); 9652 (60)
X-240 (60)
X-576 (60); X-577 (60); 1649NE (61); 9654 (60)
X-576 (60); X-577 (60); 1649NE (61); 9654 (60)
X-616 (61); X-670 (61); X-703 (61); 1113 (60);
1115 (60); 1125 (61); 19301 (63); 19301(A) (63);
19312 (63); 19394 (64)
X-550NA (60); X-625 (61); 19203 (62)
X-533NA (60)
9730-500 (63); 19129 (62)
9730-500 (63); 19129 (62)
X-623 (61); X-632 (61); X-634 (61)
19312 (63); 19319 (63)
X-608 (61); X-641 (61); X-652 (61); X-658 (61);
X-671 (61); X-679 (61); X-684 (61); X-698 (61);
X-701 (61); X-708 (61); 19304 (63); 19395 (64);
19434 (65)
X-614 (61); X-666 (61); 19112 (62); 19138 (62);
19164 (62); 19190 (62); 19202 (62); 19227 (63);
19238-501 (63); 19281 (63); 19304 (63); 19312
(63); 19313 (63); 19323 (63); 19349 (64); 19395
(64)
19302 (63); 19395 (64)
X-607 (61); X-609 (61); X-633 (61); X-640 (61);
X-653 (62); X-672 (61); 19186 (62)
X-639 (61); 9672 (61); 19103 (62); 19113 (62);
19161 (62); 19165 (62); 19229 (63); 19229-500
(63); 19229-501 (63); 19229-501X (63); 19233
(63)
X-609 (61); X-633 (61); X-672 (61)
9672 (61); 19332 (64); 19354 (64)
11620 (68)
9657 (62); 9733 (63); 11375-500 (63); 19177
(62); 19186 (62); 19204 (62); 19205 (62); 19230
(63); 19241-500 (63); 19250 (63); 19252 (63);
19400 (64)
19103 (62); 19113 (62); 19161 (62); 19165 (62);
19230-500 (63); 19241 (63); 19254 (63); 19275
(63); 19337 (64); 19366 (64); 19390 (64); 19393
(64); 19397 (64); 19398 (64); 19411 (64); 19438
(65); 19438-502 (65); 19441 (65); 19442 (65);
19442 (66); 19510 (66); 19511 (66); 19516 (66);
19517 (66)
X-648 (61)
X-602 (61); X-607 (61); X-629 (61); X-640 (61);
X-647 (61); X-653 (61); X-655 (61); X-691 (61);
X-709 (61); X-717 (61)
X-639 (61); X-667 (61); X-702 (61); 19102 (62);
19108 (62); 19111 (62); 19124 (62); 19128 (62);
19132 (62); 19137 (62); 19143 (62); 19166 (62);
19176 (62); 19191 (62)
11351-500 (63); 11375-500 (63); 19218 (63);
19224 (63); 19226 (63); 19229 (63); 19229-502
(63); 19233 (63); 19242 (63); 19246 (63); 19262
(63); 19267 (63); 19273 (63); 19280 (63); 19327
(64); 19331 (64); 19344 (64); 19348 (64); 19351
(64); 19353 (64); 19366 (64); 19371 (64); 19380
(64); 19390 (64); 19416 (64); 19437 (65); 19437
(66); 19437-502 (65); 19441 (65); 19453 (65);
19453 (66); 19455 (65); 19514 (66); 19515 (66);
19544 (66); 19546 (66); 19547 (66); 19586 (66)
19229-501 (63); 19229-501X (63); 19233-500
(63); 19241-500 (63)
19214 (63); 19214-500 (63); 19233 (63); 19241
(63); 19254 (63); 19275 (63); 19326 (65)
19407 (64)
19590 (66)

Part No.

239-25
240-25
241-25

242-25

242T-1

Outfit Number (Year)
11540-500 (65); 11540-500 (66); 11540X (66);
19337 (64); 19345 (64); 19346 (64); 19351-500
(64); 19371-500 (64); 19378 (64); 19391 (64);
19397 (64); 19419 (64); 19437 (66); 19580 (66)
19326 (64); 19350-500 (64); 19350-500 (65)
19438 (65); 19438-502 (65); 19442 (65); 19442
(66); 19510 (66); 19511 (66); 19516 (66); 19517
(66); 19563 (66); 19583 (66); 19707 (67)
X-604 (62); X-660 (62); X-705 (62); 9650 (62);
11520-500 (65); 11520-500 (66); 19106 (62);
19106-50 (62); 19106-100 (62); 19107 (62);
19110 (62); 19114 (62); 19116 (62); 19120 (62);
19121 (62); 19123 (62); 19127 (62); 19131 (62);
19134 (62); 19135 (62); 19140 (62); 19142 (62);
19142-50 (62); 19142-100 (62); 19142-500 (63);
19142-502 (63); 19148 (62); 19150 (62); 19153
(62); 19156 (62); 19160 (62); 19163 (62); 19168
(62); 19169 (62); 19171 (62); 19174 (62); 19175
(62); 19180 (62); 19183 (62); 19185 (62); 19188
(62); 19199 (62); 19210 (63); 19212 (63); 19229500 (63); 19233-501 (63); 19234 (63); 19234-500
(63); 19255 (63); 19273-500 (63); 19336 (64);
19350 (64); 19350-500 (65); 19502 (66); 19503
(66); 19578 (66); 19705 (67)
19590 (66)
11540-500 (65); 11540-500 (66); 11540X (66);
19326 (64); 19326 (65); 19327 (64); 19329 (64);
19331 (64); 19333 (64); 19344 (64); 19345 (64);
19346 (64); 19350-500 (64); 19350-500 (65);
19350-501 (65); 19351 (64); 19351-500 (64);
19353 (64); 19371 (64); 19371-500 (64); 19380
(64); 19391 (64); 19437 (65); 19437 (66); 19437502 (65); 19453 (65); 19453 (66); 19455 (65);
19502 (66); 19503 (66); 19514 (66); 19515 (66);
19544 (66); 19546 (66); 19547 (66); 19563 (66);
19580 (66); 19586 (66); 19707 (67)
X-514NA (60); X-555NA (60); X-573NA (60); X585NA (60); 9653 (60); 9745 (60)
19105 (62); 19203X (62); 19204X (62)
X-506NA (60); X-514NA (60); X-536NA (60);
X-537NA (60); X-551NA (60); X-555NA (60);
X-585NA (60); X-630 (61); X-642 (61); X-664 (61);
X-692 (61); X-835 (60); 9653 (60); 9692 (60);
9692 (61)
X-505NA (60); X-518NA (60); X-528NA (60); X542NA (60); X-547 (60); X-561NA (60)
X-532NA (60); X-546NA (60)
X-566NA (60)
X-501NA (60)
X-505NA (60); X-518NA (60); X-528NA (60); X542NA (60); X-547 (60); X-561NA (60); X-566NA
(60); X-657 (61)
X-532NA (60); X-546NA (60); X-605 (61); X-622
(61); X-627 (61); X-631 (61); X-669 (61); X-685
(61); X-689 (61); X-694 (61); 1123 (62); 9670 (61);
19567-500 (66)
X-604 (62)
X-570NA (60); X-571NA (60)
X-502NA (60); X-510NA (60); X-516NA (60);
X-517NA (60); X-521NA (60); X-523NA (60);
X-526NA (60); X-530NA (60); X-539NA (60); X544NA (60); X-545NA (60); X-548 (60); X-554NA
(60); X-557 (60); X-559NA (60); X-560NA (60);
X-563NA (60); X-569NA (60); X-574NA (60);
X-583NA (60); X-604 (62); X-657 (61); X-678 (61);
X-837 (60); X-875 (60); 9651 (60)
X-538NA (60); X-549NA (60); X-567NA (60);
X-600 (61); X-601 (61); X-604 (61); X-604 (62);
X-605 (61); X-612 (61); X-622 (61); X-627 (61);
X-631 (61); X-638 (61); X-645 (61); X-650 (61);
X-651 (61); X-659 (61); X-660 (61); X-669 (61);
X-685 (61); X-689 (61); X-694 (61); X-704 (61); X705 (61); X-710 (61); 1111 (60); 1117 (60); 1119
(60); 9670 (61); 19140 (62)
X-501NA (60); X-613 (61); X-680 (61); X-682 (61);
X-697 (61)

Complete appendices allow outﬁts to be found by the
items they contain.
This is a great feature to ﬁnd the outﬁt you had when
you were a kid. All you need to remember is the engine
or some of the cars that came with the outﬁt. It also
allows you to ﬁnd every outﬁt that contains a particular
item. This is a must for individuals who collect particular
segments of trains, i.e. Space and Military, speciﬁc road
names, etc.

212P-1
212P-25
212T-1

212T-25

213LT
213P-25
213T-25

215P-25
216P-25
217C-1
218C-1

218C-25
218P-1

218P-25
218T-1
218T-25

220P-1
220P-25
220T-1
220T-25
221P-1
221P-25

221P-50
221P-75
222P-25
223P-1
223P-50
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231P-25

232P-25
233-1

233-25

233W-1
233W-25
234T-25
234W-1

234W-25

235-1
236-1

236-25

237-25

237X-1
238-25
238LTS
239-1

242T-25

243-1

243-25

243W

244-1

244-25
244-50
244LT
244T-1

244T-25
245-1
245X-1

246-1

246-25

247-1

Sample Pages of the Authoritative Guide to Lionel’s Promotional Outﬁts 1960 - 1969
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THE AUTHORITATIVE GUIDE TO
LIONEL’S PROMOTIONAL OUTFITS 1960  1969
he Authoritative Guide to Lionel’s Promotional Outﬁts 1960 - 19699 showcases
h
h more than 700 electric train outﬁts (sometimes called “uncataloged
he
rrain sets”) that Lionel created exclusively for retailers and promotional ﬁrms
SSears Roebuck and Co., J. C. Penney, Montgomery Ward, Spiegel, Western
uto, A&P, Quaker Oats, and many other ﬁrms) during one of the most
mportant and yet overlooked periods in its history.
m
W limited production and distribution, Lionel’s promotional outﬁts
With
rre some of the rarest and most valuable products it ever produced. But
ecause these outﬁts never appeared in a Lionel consumer catalog, their
ontents—even their existence—remained uncertain for decades. Until
o
ow!
T
Thanks
to long-lost authentic Lionel Factory Orders and other internal
documents recently recovered from the Lionel archives, complete
d
nformation about Lionel’s production of promotional outﬁts is at last
aavailable.
T Authoritative Guide to Lionel’s Promotional Outﬁts 1960 - 19699 is the
The
FIRST AND ONLY reference guide to use these records and provide
complete information about each promotional outﬁt, including:

848 Pages 8½ x 11
More Than 1,500 Full Color Photos & Images
Soft Cover - $69.95 ISBN 978-1-933600-02-4
Hard Cover - $89.95 ISBN 978-1-933600-03-1
Limited Edition Hard Cover - $150

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All individual items (engine and rolling stock) and how they came packed
A description of the original outﬁt box, outﬁt inserts and packaging
Original production quantities
Instruction sheets
Packed envelopes
Peripherals (Track, Transformer, Oil, Wire, Smoke, etc.)
Diagrams for packing the outﬁt in the outﬁt box

Complete descriptions, along with information based on the Train Collectors Association (TCA)
grading scale, rarity and current market values for every promotional outﬁt, are beautifully
displayed in more than 1,500 full-color pictures and images.

1,500+
Photos &
Images

As a bonus, because the authentic documents came straight from the Lionel archives, they also
reveal new information (suﬃxes, variations and previously unknown items) about 100s of postwar
locomotives, rolling stock and peripherals. This information makes The Authoritative Guide to Lionel’s Promotionall Outﬁts
ﬁ 1960 - 1969
a must for any Lionel enthusiast.
Lionel collector and historian John W. Schmid spent years analyzing the Lionel Factory Orders as well as thousands of other internal
Lionel and retailer documents. He traveled across the United States seeking and then photographing and analyzing the outﬁts
to develop this, the most complete and authoritative guide to Lionel’s promotional outﬁts and part of Project Roar Publishing’s
ongoing Lionel Postwar Encyclopedia Series.
The Authoritative Guide to Lionel’s Promotional Outﬁts 1960 - 19699 is essential for:
• Toy train collectors seeking to verify or complete their promotional outﬁt investments–and learn the value and rarity of
their outﬁt.
• Anyone who owns a promotional outﬁt or empty box and for years has wondered what those trains were and how much
they might be worth.
• Individuals seeking to relive their childhood by ﬁnding the train they had long ago.
• Any Lionel enthusiast seeking to learn more about the history of Lionel straight from internal documents and the memories
of the individuals who made and sold its trains.

See for yourself if you have a long-lost attic treasure.

PHONE: 1.630.653.ROAR (7627)

FAX: 1.630.665.6595

WEBSITE: www.projectroar.com

THE AUTHORITATIVE GUIDE TO LIONEL’S
POSTWAR OPERATING CARS
Based on 1,000’s of authentic internal postwar Lionel
documents as well as the expert observations of
two leading postwar historians, Joseph P. Algozzini
and Emanuel F. Piazza, this volume provides the
most complete and authoritative guide to Lionel’s
operating cars.
It is the ﬁrst volume to include both price and rarity
for COMPLETE component boxed items, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

All known and authenticated operating car variations
Original boxes
Insert/liners
Packed envelopes
Instruction sheets
Any other peripherals that came with the operating car

It also includes:

160 Pages - 8½” x 11”
Full Color - 325+ Photos
Soft Cover - $44.95 ISBN 1-933600-00-4
Hard Cover - $59.95 ISBN 1-933600-01-2
Limited Edition Hard Cover -$100

• An introduction by Roger Carp
covering the history of Lionel’s
operating cars
325+
• Rarity based on actual production
Photos
numbers
• Deﬁnitions and pricing for the
operating car, its component box,
instruction sheet and peripherals
• Comprehensive appendices on boxes, trucks and couplers
and box car “Types”

This is the ﬁrst time this level of detail straight from
postwar Lionel has been compiled. This refreshing
and new research will increase any collector or
operators expertise on this subject.

Experience for yourself what the experts are saying about this book...

“The
T most scholarly work I have ever read on the subject of
postwar Lionel trains.”
Joseph Lechner, Winter 2005 issue of TCA’s e-Train.

“I haven’t read a book as interesting and as informative as this one
“I
since Ron Hollander’s All Aboard...”
Bill Schmeelk, December 2005 issue of LCCA’s The Lion Roars.

PHONE: 1.630.653.ROAR (7627)

FAX: 1.630.665.6595

WEBSITE: www.projectroar.com

Winner of The Best Reference Book 2008
AUTHORITATIVE GUIDE TO

LIONEL’S PROMOTIONAL OUTFITS
Winner of the best
reference book
(IPPY Gold Award)
from the Independent
Publisher Book Awards.

H
848 Pages - 81/2" x 11"
Full Color - 1,500+ Photos & Images
Paperback - $69.95, ISBN 978-1-9336-0002-4
Hardcover - $89.95, ISBN 978-1-9336-0003-1
Limited Edition Collectible Hardcover
(Autographed & Numbered 1-100) - $99.95
ISBN 978-1-9336-0004-8

Winner honorable
mention best
reference book from
ForeWord Magazine’s
Book of the Year
Awards.

1960–1969

Finalist reference book and
best new voice (nonfiction)
from the Benjamin Franklin
Awards™ sponsored by
the Independent Book
Publishers Association.

ow exciting it is when adults rediscover the Lionel electric train outfit they played with as young-

sters. Yet how frustrating it is when they realize that information about its history and value cannot be
found. In fact, complete documentation has never existed for the outfits that Lionel created exclusively
for such major retailers and promotional firms as Sears, Montgomery Ward, J.C. Penney, Spiegel, Western
Auto, A&P, Quaker Oats, and others.
Fortunately, that problem of learning about these desirable trains and their worth has now been
solved. Lionel historian and collector John W. Schmid has used recently recovered documents from
Lionel’s archives, along with more than 1,500 brilliant color photos, to compile the first and only
collector’s reference guide that details more than 700 of these unique train sets.

“This work is one that is unequaled by anything
previously available.”
— BILL SCHMEELK, Lionel Collectors Club of America The Lion Roars

“The BEST research EVER published on postwar Lionel”
— PAUL V. AMBROSE, Ambrosebauer Trains and Author Greenberg Postwar Guides

“Impressively informative and enthusiastically recommended
for all dedicated model railroading reference collections.”
— Midwest Book Review

AUTHORITATIVE GUIDE TO

LIONEL’S POSTWAR OPERATING CARS

B

ased on 1,000’s of authentic internal postwar Lionel documents as well as the expert observa-

tions of two leading postwar historians, Joseph P. Algozzini and Emanuel F. Piazza, this volume
provides the most complete and authoritative guide to Lionel’s operating cars.

“The most scholarly work I have ever read on
the subject of postwar Lionel trains.”
— JOSEPH LECHNER, Train Collector Association e-Train

160 Pages - 81/2" x 11"
Full Color - 325+ Photos & Images
Paperback - $44.95, ISBN 978-1-9336-0000-0
Limited Edition Collectible Hardcover
(Autographed & Numbered 1-100) - SOLD OUT

“I haven’t read a book as interesting
and as informative as this one since
Ron Hollander’s All Aboard.”
— BILL SCHMEELK, Lionel Collectors Club of America The Lion Roars

To order from Project Roar Publishing
Call 630-653-ROAR (7627), visit www.projectroar.com or
mail your order to PO Box 599, Winfield, IL 60190 or fax it to 630-665-6595.
Also available from your local hobby retailer, Amazon.com and Barnesandnoble.com

P.O. Box 599
Winfield, IL 60190

INSIDE THE LIONEL TRAINS FUN FACTORY
Size: 1.75” in diameter
from star point to point

THE HISTORY OF A MANUFACTURING ICON AND THE PLACE WHERE CHILDHOOD DREAMS WERE MADE

Winner best interior design and finalist
history & cover design from the Benjamin
Franklin Awards™ sponsored by the
Independent Book Publishers Association
Winner silver award best
Pop Culture book from
ForeWord Magazine’s
Book of the Year Awards.

248 Pages - 10" x 10"
Full Color - 575+ Photos & Images
Hardcover - $34.95, ISBN 978-1-9336-0005-5
Hardcover Limited Edition Collectible
(Autographed) - $69.95,
ISBN 978-1-9336-0006-2

D

Winner best cover design & best interior design
and finalist business
WINNERbook from Midwest
Independent Publishers Association.

Winner best cover design
and finalist overall design
from Next Generation
Indie Book Awards.

™

NATIONAL INDIE
EXCELLENCE®
AWARDS

™

FINALIST
NATIONAL INDIE
EXCELLENCE®
AWARDS

Finalist best cover
design from National
Indie Excellence
Awards®.

o you like Lionel toy trains? Enjoy corporate history? Or just want to take a nostalgic

journey back to your childhood?
Then Inside The Lionel Trains Fun Factory is for you—delivering a fascinating trip through the
rise, fall and rise again of Lionel, one of the manufacturing and pop icons in modern American life.
The impeccable research by Lionel historian Robert J. Osterhoff, along with hundreds of unpublished
photos and images, tells the history of Lionel’s trains, factories, employees and business practices from
the late 19th century until today.

“A model of meticulous scholarship, thoroughly ‘reader friendly’, and a welcome
addition to personal, community, and academic library American Popular Culture
History collections.”
— Midwest Book Review

“Osterhoff’s book is a tour de force. Lovingly designed and illustrated.”
— PHIL ANGELO, The Daily Journal

“Recommend for academic and larger public library business collections.”
— Library Journal

The Lionel Trains Fun Factories
2004
367–371 Ogden Street, Newark, N.J.
demolished

1904
Lionel moves to 4–6 White Street,
Manhattan

1914
Manufacturing moves to 367–371 Ogden
Street, Newark, N.J.

Leased (1904–1909), Still exists

Leased (1914–1917), Demolished 2004

1949–1950
Perimeter additions are made to 28 Sager
Place, Hillside, N.J.

Built and owned (1940–1975), Still exists

Built and owned (1929–1975), Still exists

1899
Howson & Howson law ﬁrm
represents Joshua L. Cohen

1969
Hillside, N.J. factory
complex sold

1961
Leased warehouse is constructed
adjacent to Hillside, N.J. factory

1940
Hillside factory expands with addition
at 28 Sager Place

1929
First factory built at 28 Sager Place, Hillside, N.J.

1896
Harry Grant awarded
patent through Howson &
Howson law ﬁrm

Leased (1961–1969), Still exists

1972
Original buyer defaults on
Hillside property purchase

Built and owned (1941–1975), Still exists

1975
Lionel vacates Hillside, N.J.
factory
1977
Lionel ﬁnalizes resale of
Hillside, N.J. factory

1941
Hillside factory expands with second-ﬂoor
factory addition at 28 Sager Place

1920
Irvington factory expands with 605
South 21st Street “Lionel Building”
addition

1961
Porter Chemical Co. of Hagerstown,
Md. is acquired; two locations,
Prospect Ave. and Long Meadow Road

Built and owned (1941–1975), Still exists

Built and owned (1920–1944), Burned down 2004

2001
Last Lionel trains made in
United States; all production
shifted to Asia

1952
Major addition made to Hillside factory,
100 Hoﬀman Place

2008
All production still in Asia

Leased (1961–1969), Still exists

Built and owned (1952–1975), Still exists

1980s
Lionel train production
expanded to Korea and China

1967
Auction is conducted for sale
of machinery from Hillside,
N.J. factory

1909
Manufacturing operation moves to
122 Winchester Ave., New Haven,
Conn. (Company headquarters
remains in Manhattan)
Leased (1909–1914), Still exists

1900
Grant and Cohen form Lionel
Mfg. Co. at 24–26 Murray Street,
Manhattan

1983
Lionel moves some production to
Mexico
Leased (1983–1985)

Leased (1900–1904), Still exists

1902
Lionel expands at 24–26
Murray Street and 27 Park
Place, Manhattan

1917
Manufacturing moves to ﬁrst factory
built at 609–619 South 21st Street,
Irvington, N.J.

1923
Irvington factory expands with
construction of building at 600–614
South 21st Street

Built and owned (1917–1944), Burned down 2004

1961
Spear Electronics Corp. of Bridgeport,
Conn. is acquired

1944
South 21st Street, Irvington, N.J.
properties are sold

Built and owned (1923–1944), Still exists

1969
General Mills MPC factory established
in Mount Clemens, Mich.

Owned (1961–1968), Still exists

1985
Production in Mexico ceases

Leased and owned multiple facilities (1969–Today)

1948
Property at 1460 Chestnut Street in
Hillside is leased

2004
605–619 South 21st Street, Irvington, N.J.
location destroyed by ﬁre

Leased (1948–1962), Still exists

1890 |

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

Circa 1896
Joshua L. Cohen and Harry
Grant work in factory of
Acme Electric Lamp Co.,
Manhattan

| 1900 |

|

|

1902
Lionel Mfg. Co.
incorporates in New York

|

|

|

|

|

| 1910 |

1909
The Lionel Mfg.
Co. incorporates in
Connecticut

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

| 1920 |

1918
The Lionel Corporation
incorporates in New York
1917
The 21st Street Realty Holding
Company is formed

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

| 1930 |

|

1923
The 21st Street Realty
Holding Company is
dissolved; the Lawrio
Realty Holding Company
is formed

|

|

|

|

|

|

| 1940 |

|

| 1944 –

1945 |

|

|

| 1950 |

1936
The Lawrio Realty
Holding Company is
dissolved

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

| 1960 |

|

|

|

|

1959
Joshua Lionel Cowen sells company
to Roy Cohn and investors

Postwar Era

Prewar Era

|

|

|

| 1970 |

|

1969
The Lionel Corporation
licenses the name
Lionel to General Mills;
The Lionel Corporation
no longer in the train
business

|

|

|

|

|

|

| 1980 |

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

| 1990 |

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

| 2000 |

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

| 2010

1985
1995
General Mills sells Lionel license Richard Kughn sells Lionel to Wellspring Capital
to Kenner Parker Toys, Inc.
Management and Neil Young, forming Lionel L.L.C.
1986
Kenner Parker Toys, Inc. sells Lionel license to Richard Kughn, forming Lionel Trains, Inc.
1990
The Lionel Corporation sells Lionel trademark for trains to Richard Kughn
1993
The Lionel Corporation liquidates; separate private company Lionel Trains Inc. manufactures Lionel trains

Modern Era
Copyright © 2008 Project Roar Publishing
From Inside The Lionel Trains Fun Factory by Robert J. Osterhoﬀ
Lionel® is the registered trademark of Lionel LLC

12" x 36"
Full Color - $11.95

THE LIONEL TRAINS FUN FACTORY
POSTER

T

his 12 inch x 36 inch poster provides a graphical timeline of the

many factories where Lionel Trains manufactured its products over the last 100+
years. It begins with the early job shops of lower Manhattan and extends through
today’s modern factories in Asia.
Suitable for framing, this is the perfect addition to a train room or anywhere you
want to be reminded of the place where your childhood dream trains were made.

THE LIONEL PATENT ARCHIVES CD
THE COMPANION TO INSIDE THE LIONEL TRAINS FUN FACTORY

C
PC and Mac Compatible
450+ Lionel/Ives Patents
1,600+ Pages of Original Documentation - $19.95

ome take a journey into the creative minds of Lionel’s inventors by

examining the hundreds of documents they used to protect their ideas and
intellectual property. The Lionel Patent Archives CD combines more than 450
Lionel and Ives patents (1,600+ pages of original documents) on one easy to navigate
CD. You’ll get lost for hours reading these amazing documents and learn how Lionel
was one of manufacturing icons of the 20th century.
P.O. Box 599
Winfield, IL 60190

To order from Project Roar Publishing
Call 630-653-ROAR (7627), visit www.projectroar.com or
mail your order to PO Box 599, Winfield, IL 60190 or fax it to 630-665-6595.
Books are also available from your local hobby retailer, Amazon.com and Barnesandnoble.com
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$69.95, Sale $49.95

The Lionel Patent Archives CD
The Lionel Trains Fun Factory Poster

$19.95
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